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Summary
Matrix rank reduction filters such as Cadzow / SSA applied to constant-frequency slices have become
popular for suppressing random noise in seismic data. A critical parameter for such methods is the matrix
rank. A small rank gives strong noise suppression that may damage signal, and is best suited for noisy
data and simple geological structures. A large rank gives weak noise suppression that preserves signal
well, and is best suited for cleaner data and complex geological structures. Even within a single seismic
survey, however, conditions change with time, space, and frequency, making a fixed rank inappropriate.
Here I describe how the rank can be automatically determined for each matrix, allowing the filter to adapt
to changing conditions. Examples are given on synthetic and real data. The result is an easy-to-use
noise suppressor that finds a reasonable balance between signal preservation and noise removal
throughout the survey.

Introduction
Suppose we have a grid of uniformly spaced seismic traces, possibly in more than one spatial
dimension. Matrix rank reduction methods for removing random noise on constant frequency slices work
as follows:
Take the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of each trace.
For each frequency of interest…
{
Form a complex-valued matrix from the frequency slice.
Reduce the rank of the matrix.
Reform the frequency slice from the rank-reduced matrix.
}
Take the inverse DFT of each trace.
The entire seismic survey is not filtered in one go. Rather the data is typically divided into overlapping
tiles in time and space, each tile filtered independently, and the filtered tiles tapered and summed
together to reform the complete data set. Typical dimensions of a tile might be 15 traces in each spatial
direction and 400 ms in the time direction. Tiling ensures that each filtering operation is carried out on
local data, limiting the number of dips present.
There are numerous ways to form the matrix from a frequency slice, resulting in methods such as
eigenimage (Trickett, 2003), Cadzow or SSA (Trickett, 2002; Sacchi 2009), multi-dimensional Cadzow or
MSSA (Trickett, 2008; Oropeza and Sacchi, 2009), and hybrid methods (Trickett and Burroughs, 2009).
Here’s how rank reduction can be done. Assume for simplicity that A is a square nxn matrix, although
rectangular matrices can also be handled. Its Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is A = U S VH where
U and V are nxn complex unitary matrices and S is an nxn real diagonal matrix with diagonal entries si
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(called the singular values) ordered such that s1 ≥ s2 ≥ … ≥ sn ≥ 0. Reduce matrix A to rank k by zeroing
all but the first k singular values and then reforming the matrix from its decomposition.
The most critical parameter is the matrix rank. The previously cited methods have the following property:
If a noiseless seismic section is the sum of plain waves having at most
k distinct dips then filtering with rank k preserves the signal exactly.
In practice, a small rank gives strong noise suppression that may damage signal, and is best suited for
noisy data and simple geological structures. A large rank gives weak noise suppression that preserves
signal well, and is best suited for cleaner data and complex geological structures. It is common to test
various ranks on part of a seismic survey and then choose a rank that maximizes the noise suppression
while still preserving signal. Difference plots can show when the filter is removing significant coherent
energy, and thus has a rank which is too low.
Even within a single survey, however, signal and noise conditions change with time, space, and
frequency, making the use of a fixed rank throughout inappropriate. It would be best to vary the rank to
adapt to changing conditions. Picking the rank manually, as one might pick stacking velocities for
example, is expensive and processor dependent. It is preferable to automatically determine the rank for
each matrix in a way that maximizes the amount of noise removed while still preserving signal. This talk
describes such a method and demonstrates its performance on real data.
Automatic rank determination has been proposed before in seismic processing. Harris and White (1997)
did so using a Cadzow-like technique for improving f-x prediction filtering, based (interestingly) on the
shape of the singular vectors rather than the magnitude of the singular values. Dack, Trickett, and Milton
(2014) used automatic rank determination to remove noise from first arrivals. Finally, some tensor
interpolation schemes automatically determine rank (e.g., Kreimer, Stanton, and Sacchi, 2013), although
at the cost of adding other parameters which presumably should also be varied to fit local conditions.

Method
Numerous methods have been proposed in the numerical computation literature for automatic rank
determination of a matrix. I will work from papers by Gavish and Donoho (2014) and Donoho and Gavish
(2014), which have references to previous rank-determination techniques.
The first step is to estimate the SVD of the matrix A. Calculating the complete SVD is generally too
expensive, particularly for multidimensional filtering where matrices are large. Instead I recommend
finding approximations to the L largest singular components (where L is greater than the expected rank
of the recoverable signal) using fast algorithms such as Lanczos decomposition (Trickett, 2003,
Appendix A; Gao, Sacchi, and Chen, 2013), randomized SVD (Oropeza and Sacchi, 2009), or
randomized QR decomposition (Cheng and Sacchi, 2015).
The next step is to estimate the standard deviation σ of the noise. Gavish and Donoho (2014) suggest
estimating it from the median singular value. Since we only have estimates of the first L singular values,
however, I propose the following:
𝜎 = .7𝑠𝑞 /√𝑛̃ where q = 3L/4 (an initial guess)
Iterate about 5 times…
{
𝐸 = ∑𝑖,𝑗 ||𝐴𝑖,𝑗 ||2 + ∑𝐿𝑖=1(𝑤𝑖 − 2)𝑤𝑖 𝑠𝑖2
𝐿

𝜎 = 𝑛̃ √𝐸/(𝑚𝑛 − 1)⁄(𝑛̃ − ∑𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 )
}
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where A is 𝑚𝑥𝑛, 𝑛̃ = min(𝑚, 𝑛) , 𝑛̂ = max(𝑚, 𝑛), 𝑤𝑖 = 𝜂 ∗ (𝑦𝑖 )⁄𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 ⁄(𝜎 √𝑛̂), and 𝜂 ∗ is the operatornorm loss function from equation (5) of Donoho and Gavish (2014) with 𝛽 = 𝑛̃/𝑛̂. I won’t attempt to justify
this method here, except to say that E is an estimate of the total energy of the noise in the matrix.
Finally, set the rank to the number of singular values exceeding
8𝛽

𝑠 ∗ = √2(𝛽 + 1) +
𝜎 √𝑛̂ .
𝛽+1+√𝛽 2 +14𝛽+1
For square matrices (β = 1) this is simply 4⁄√3 𝜎 √𝑛. Gavish and Donoho (2014) prove that s* minimizes
the Frobenius norm between the pure signal matrix and the rank-reduced noisy matrix as m, n → ∞. They
also empirically verify that it works well for relatively small matrices.
Although Gavin and Donoho’s criterion is a theoretically satisfying approach, in extreme noise it can
damage signal. Sometimes the noise is so strong that all singular values (and thus the frequency slice)
are zeroed, even when signal is apparent in the input data. There are countless ways to avoid this. I
propose that we ensure that at least some singular components are preserved by limiting the threshold s*
to no more than c s1 where c < 1 (e.g., .75). I’ll refer to this as threshold capping. It has little to no effect
on clean and moderately noisy data.

Examples
Here’s an example on real seismic data. Figure 1 shows an unmigrated 3D stack. We focus on two
zones, the first noisy and with a relatively simple geology, and the second cleaner and with numerous
overlapping diffractions. Figure 2 shows a close up of the two zones before and after multidimensional
Cadzow filtering. Their difference plots contain little coherent energy, indicating that signal has been well
preserved. On the right is the automatically determined rank for the two zones, plotted as a function of
frequency. The second zone has about twice the rank of the first, as we would expect given their different
characteristics.

Conclusions
I have described a method of automatic rank determination which allows noise suppression filters to
adapt to changing geological and noise conditions throughout a section. Although based on Gavish and
Donoho (2014), their method could not be used straight out of the box. Instead I had to address three
problems: (1) avoiding the expense of calculating a full SVD, (2) estimating the noise level when the full
SVD is unavailable, and (3) making the filter less harsh for extreme noise in order to preserve signal. The
result is an easy-to-use noise suppressor that finds an appropriate balance between signal preservation
and noise removal throughout the section.
Donoho and Gavish (2014) also describe soft thresholding schemes, where singular values are scaled
rather than accepted or rejected. In theory this is superior to hard thresholding, and has the additional
benefit of making the output continuously dependent on the input. I have not addressed these schemes
here for the sake of brevity, but to summarize I have found that the less aggressive criteria such as
minimizing the L2 operator norm give results similar to hard thresholding, while the Frobenius or
(especially) nuclear norms tend to damage complex structure in ways that are noticeable in difference
plots. I may address this in future papers.
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Figure 1: A slice through an unmigrated 3D stack. Two zones are highlighted with differing
characteristics: a noisy but geologically simple zone and a clean but complex zone with
overlapping diffractions.

Figure 2: A close-up of the two zones showing the raw data and the data filtered using
multidimensional Cadzow with automatic rank determination. The difference plot indicates that
signal is well preserved in both zones. The automatically determined rank for the bottom zone
is roughly twice that of the top zone.
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